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Abstract 
We prove that the following problems are NP-complete: (1) the existence of a l-perfect code 
in a planar cubic graph, (2) partitioning a cubic graph into l-perfect codes and (3) the existence 
of a completely regular code in a cubic amply regular graph. All of these are questions on the 
existence of regular partitions of special types. We also relate l-perfect codes in graphs to 
dominating sets and 2-packings. In particular, if a graph is promised to contain a l-perfect code 
then its dominating number and 2-packing number can be computed in a polynomial time. 
1. Introduction and background 
Many NP-completeness results about graphs are sooner or later strengthened and 
stated for problems with inputs restricted to planar or regular graphs. (There are of 
course several examples - like e.g. MAXCUT - where assuming planarity helps the 
problem become polynomially solvable. I am, however, not aware of a natural 
problem where regularity would help in the same manner.) This paper deals with three 
problems which seem much more reasonable to ask for regular instances than for 
general ones. 
(1) the existence of a l-perfect code in a (planar) cubic graph, 
(2) partitioning a cubic graph into l-perfect codes and 
(3) the existence of a completely regular code in a cubic amply regular graph. 
Although the answer is in a certain sense negative (all three problems are NP- 
complete), the results are worth mentioning. First the proofs involve designing tricky 
component constructions. Secondly, the results may be interpreted as indicating that 
graphs having the particular properties are not rare. On the other hand, perfect resp. 
completely regular codes in distance regular graphs are rather scarce [3, 51. 
AI1 three considered problems can be expressed in a unified form as questions 
concerning the existence of a certain regular partition of a given graph. Given 
a (simple undirected) graph G with vertex set V and edge set E, a partition 
7c=(V1, V,, . ..) Vk) of V is called regular [7] (or equitable [S]) if for every i, j and 
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u~Vi, the number of neighbors of u in Vj does not depend on the choice of u. In 
other words, a partition is regular if there are numbers eij, 1 < i,j< k such that 
({VI UU~EAU~Vj}I=eijfor every U~Vi. 
The distribution diagram of 71 is the labeled graph f. with vertex set ( V1, V,, . . . , &/k) 
and edge set ( &Vj:.Jeij #O}. Each edge ViVj has two labels - eij associated with the 
vertex Vi and eji associated with Vj (note that loops may occur and they have just one 
label each). 
1.1. Examples 
(1) For any graph G, the partition into singletons is regular, and it is of type G (with 
labels equal to 1 at all edges). 
(2) The partition 7~ =(V) is regular if and only if G is regular (in that case the 
diagram of z is a single loop labeled by the valency of G). 
(3) One-perfect codes in regular graphs. As a generalization of classical perfect codes 
in the Hamming metrics, Biggs [3] defines perfect codes in graphs. Given a graph G, 
a subset A of its vertex set is a t-perfect code if A is t-independent (i.e., the distance of 
any two vertices of A is greater than t) and every vertex not in A is at distance at most 
t from exactly one vertex of A. Biggs derives a strong necessary condition for the 
existence of perfect codes in distance regular graphs, and perfect codes in such graphs 
seem rather rare. In our setting, A is a l-perfect code in a d-regular graph G iff 
G admits a regular partition n=( VI, V,) with VI =A, V, = V(G)-A and ell =O, 
e12=d, eZ2=d-1, ez,=l (cf. Fig. 1). 
Perfect codes in general (resp. regular) graphs were not studied as intensively as 
perfect codes in distance regular graphs (cf. e.g. [5]). Some applications of perfect 
codes in general graphs for models of computational processes are considered in [9]. 
Though unlike the case of distance regular graphs, regular graphs containing perfect 
codes are fairly easy to construct (and thus less interesting to theorists), there is still 
significant difference between perfect codes in regular and in general graphs. 
One can see very easily that every graph G is an induced subgraph of a graph which 
contains a l-perfect code (consider e.g. the graph obtained by pending a new extra 
vertex to each vertex of G). It is much less trivial to prove that every graph is an 
induced subgraph of a regular graph which contains a l-perfect code [6]. It is also 
relatively easy to show that deciding whether a given (not necessarily regular) graph 
contains a l-perfect code is NP-complete [9,11]. The analogous result for regular 
graphs is slightly less trivial to prove. We have shown in [12] that even deciding 
whether a planar cubic graph contains a l-perfect code is NP-complete, and a brief 
idea of the proof is presented in Section 2. 
Let us just mention that restricting to regular graphs provides additional informa- 
tion. Namely, every l-perfect code in a d-regular graph on n vertices has size n/(d + 1). 
The size of l-perfect codes in general graphs with n vertices and minimum degree 
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Fig. 1. Distribution diagram of a l-perfect code. 
d ranges from 1 to n/(d + 1). All l-perfect codes in a particular (general) graph have the 
same size, equal to the minimum size of a maximal independent set, which number is 
NP-hard to determine. It is slightly curious that we can compute the size of a l-perfect 
code in polynomial time if the given graph is promised to contain at least one. This 
result and a similar result about computing the dominating number are proved in 
Section 3. 
(4) Covers of graphs. A (multi)graph G couers a (multi)graph H if there are map- 
pingsf: V(G)-+ V(H), g : E(G)+E(H) such that 
(i) for each e=uueE(G), g(e)=f(u)f(v)EE(H); 
(ii) for each vertex UE V(G) and for each loop e’EE(H) incident withf(u) there is 
either exactly one loop egE(G) incident to u satisfying g(e)=e’, or there are exactly 
two nonloop edges e, %E(G) incident to u satisfying g(e) = g(Z) = e’, (it follows from (i) 
that the other endpoints of e and I! are mapped byf ontof(u)) 
(iii) for each vertex UE V( G) and for each nonloop edge e’EE(H) incident withf(u) 
there is exactly one edge eEE(G) incident with u and satisfying g(e)=e’ (it follows from 
(i) that the other endpoint of e is mapped by f onto the other endpoint of e’). 
Covers of graphs were considered by Biggs [4], and applications for data storage 
and computation models were considered in [2, 11. If H is a simple regular graph then 
G covers H if and only if it has a regular partition of type H with all edge labels equal 
to 1 (the classes of the partition are the preimages of the vertices of H). The following 
decision problem 
H-COVER 
Instance: A graph G. 
Question: Does G cover the graph H? 
is introduced in Cl], where an example of a (multi)graph H such that H-COVER is 
NP-complete is presented. The complexity of &-COVER is left unresolved as a main 
open problem in [9]. We prove that for every fixed n34 the problem &-COVER is 
NP-complete in Section 4. Note that an (n - 1)-regular graph G covers K, if and only if 
it admits a regular partition of type K, (with all edge labels equal to l), that is if and 
only if G can be partitioned into n l-perfect codes. 
(5) Completely regular codes. A subset A of the vertex set of a graph G is a com- 
pletely regular code of covering radius k if G has a regular partition Ii’ = ( VI, V,, . . . , Vk) 
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such that V, =A and the diagram f, is a path (starting in the vertex Vi), possibly 
with some loops. Then the covering radius of A is defined to be k- 1. Every l-perfect 
code in a regular graph is a completely regular code of covering radius 1, but not every 
completely regular code is perfect. Note also that a completely regular code of 
covering radius one induces a regular bipartition (a concept due to Delsarte). We 
prove that deciding whether a given cubic graph of girth >, 5 contains a completely 
regular code of covering radius 1 is NP-complete in Section 5. 
Recall that a regular graph is called amply regular [S] if any two adjacent vertices 
share exactly ,J common neighbors, and any two vertices at distance 2 share exactly 
p common neighbors. Amply regular graphs lie between regular and distance-regular 
graphs, and the impression given by [SJ is that amply regular graphs possess some of 
the exceptional properties of distance regular graphs (in particular when p>O). We 
prove that deciding the existence of completely regular codes of covering radius 1 in 
amply regular graphs is NP-complete. On the other hand, completely regular codes 
(and namely perfect codes) in distance regular graphs are rather rare and one would 
not expect their existence to be NP-complete. 
2. One-perfect codes in planar cubic graphs 
It is an easy exercise to show that one-perfect codes in general graphs are difficult to 
find. The analogous result for regular graphs is already less trivial, and the strongest 
result in this direction is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 [(12)]. It is NP-complete to decide whether a given planar 3-regular graph 
contains a l-perfect code. 
Sketch of the proof. We use a reduction from planar l-in-3 satisfiability, which is the 
following problem. 
PLANAR l-IN-3 SAT 
Instance: A formula @ with a set C of clauses over a set X of variables such that 
(i) every clause contains exactly three literals, 
(ii) the graph G@=(CuX, {xc(xec~~C or 1x~c~C) is planar. 
Question. Is @ l-in-3 satisfiable, i.e., is there a truth assignment to the variables such 
that every clause contains exactly one true literal? 
This problem is shown to be NP-complete in [15]. 
Given a formula @ as an instance of PLANAR l-IN-3 SAT, we fix a drawing De 
and we construct a graph G(@) by local replacements. Every variable-vertex x of Go is 
replaced by a so called variable-gadget G@ whose example for the case when x occurs 
in 4 clauses is depicted in Fig. 2(a). For every clause k which contains x or lx, G, 
contains two important vertices Lt, P,“. Every clause k is replaced by a so called clause 
gadget Gk depicted in Fig. 2(b). For every variable x which occurs (positive or 
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variable gadget 
(a) (z occurs in 4 clauses) clause gadget 
Fig. 2. Variable and clause gadgets. 
positive-edge-gadget 
negative-edge-gadget 
Fig. 3. Edge gadgets. 
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negative) in k, Gk contains two important vertices Lc, P;. Edges xk of DO are replaced 
by positive- (if x occurs positive in k) or negative- (if k contains lx) edge-gadgets, 
which are depicted in Fig. 3. 
Suppose G(Q) contains a l-perfect code Ac V(G(@)). Then for every variable x, 
G,nA equals either {LfJkax or kalx) (in which case we set x TRUE), or G,nA 
equals (Ptl ksx or k3lx) (in which case we set x FALSE). The edge-gadgets are 
constructed so that x receives the value TRUE in a clause k iff PLEA and L; has the 
neighboring code vertex in the corresponding edge-gadget, while both Pi and L; have 
their neighboring code vertices in the corresponding clause-gadget when x receives the 
value FALSE in k. It follows from the properties of the web (clause-gadget) that in 
each clause, exactly one literal is TRUE, and @ is l-in-3 satisfiable. The reverse 
implication is easy. The entire construction and considerations are presented in detail 
in the monograph [ 131. 0 
3. Domination, packing and one-perfect codes 
Let us denote by y(G) the dominating number of G (i.e. the minimum size of a set 
DC V(G) such that every vertex not in D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D), by 
y’(G) the independent dominating number (i.e. the minimum size of a maximal indepen- 
dent set) and by P,(G) the 2-packing number of G (i.e. the maximum size of an 
independent set P of vertices such that every other vertex is adjacent to atmost one 
vertex of P). One can see easily that every graph G satisfies 
Pz(G)dy(G)dy’(G). 
The equation Pz(G)= y(G) was studied, and it is known to be satisfied by trees [16]. 
We have the following observation. 
Proposition 3.1. Ifa graph G contains a l-perfect code then P2(G)=y(G)=y’(G). IfG is 
regular then G contains a l-perfect code if and only if Pz(G)= y(G). 
Thus in view of Theorem 2.1 we get the following Corollary. 
Corollary 3.2 ([ll]). It is NP-complete to decide whether a given graph G satisfies 
Pz(G)=y(G). 
It is well known that 2-packing number, dominating number and independent 
dominating number are NP-hard to determine (it also follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
these problems remain NP-hard even if the input graph is cubic). Linear programming 
and the principle of duality is a strategy which is successfully used to design algo- 
rithms for these problems which run in polynomial time if applied to graphs of special 
types. The following concept appears in [8]. 
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Given a simple graph G with n vertices, denote by AG the adjacency matrix of G and 
consider linear programs 
PRIMAL DUAL 
minimize maximize 
lTX lTY 
subject to subject to 
(Z+A,)x31 (Z+&)y<l 
X30 y>o 
(here ~={xI,x2,...,x,}, Y={Y~,Y~,..., yn} are (column) vectors indexed by the 
vertices of G, 0 (resp. 1) is the all-zero (resp. all-one) vector of length n and Z is the 
identity n x n matrix). 
Denote by ys(G) (resp. P2,-(G)) the value of the solution of the PRIMAL (resp. 
DUAL) linear program. These invariants are usually called fractional domination 
number (resp. fractional two-packing number) of G. Farber shows in [8] that these 
programs attain integral optimal solutions for the so called strongly chordal graphs 
(actually, he shows this for more general, weighted versions of the programs). The O-1 
integral relaxations of the above considered programs, i.e., the programs 
DOMINATION PACKING 
minimize maximize 
lTX lTY 
subject to subject to 
(Z+&)x>l V+&)y<l 
XE{O, 1)” YE{& 1)” 
have optimal solutions y(G) and P,(G), and hence for any graph G, 
Since yr = P,/ can be computed in polynomial time (e.g. by the ellispoid method), we 
have just shown 
Theorem 3.3. If a graph G is promised to contain a l-perfect code, then the dominating 
number, the independent dominating number and the two-packing number of G, as weI\ as 
the size of l-perfect codes in G can be computed in polynomial time. 
A lot of interest was recently paid to so-called promise problems [17, 181. Usually, 
promises which can be checked in polynomial time are considered. 
Theorem 3.3 is an example of an NP-complete promise which helps in a really 
nontrivial way. 
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It is worth noting that on the other hand, promising the existence of a l-perfect code 
does not help in finding one. It is true in general, that for any p-checkable relation 
RcC* x C* such that the decision problem ‘given x, is there y such that (x, ~)ER’ is 
NP-complete (or NP-hard), the promise search problem ‘given x which is promised to 
be in the domain of R, find y such that (x, ~)ER’ cannot be solvable in polynomial time 
unless P = NP. 
4. Partitioning cubic graphs into l-perfect codes - K4-covers 
Answering an open problem from [9], we prove the following. 
Theorem 4.1. The problem &-CO VER is NP-complete. 
Sketch of the proof. We show a reduction from 
EDGE 3-COLORABILITY 
Instance: A cubic graph G. 
Question: Can the edges of G be colored by three colors so that edges of the same 
color do not share common vertices? 
This is shown to be NP-complete in [lo]. Given a connected graph H as an instance 
of EDGE 3-COLORABILITY, we construct a cubic graph G by local replacements. 
For every vertex u of H adjacent to edges, say e,, e2, e3, G contains u and a triangle on 
(new) vertices A”,,, A”,,, A:, (cf. Fig. 4(a)). Every edge e=uoEE(H) is in G replaced by 
the edge-gadget G, depicted in Fig. 4. 
Suppose 4 : V(G)+{ 1,2,3,4) is a covering projection from G to K4 (i.e., 4(u) #b(v) 
whenever u, UE V(G) and uu is an edge or u and u have a common neighbor). It follows 
from the connectedness of H that 4 is constant on V(H) c V(G), say 4(u) = 4 for every 
u~v(H), and 4(&)=4(&J for each e=uoEE(H). Thus $: E(H)+{1,2,3} defined by 
edge-gadget 
Fig. 4. 
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$(uu)=~(&) is a proper edge-coloring of H. Conversely, every proper 3-edge- 
coloring of H induces a covering projection from G to K,. 0 
Note that a graph covers K3 iff it is the disjoint union of cycles whose lengths are 
divisible by 3, and thus K,-COVER is polynomially solvable. On the other hand, one 
can show by induction on n the following. 
Corollary 4.2. For every n 24, the &-COVER problem in NP-complete. (C’ [13] for 
details.) 
5. Completely regular codes in amply regular graphs 
Theorem 5.1. It is NP-complete to decide whether a given 3-regular graph of girth 2 5 
contains a completely regular code of covering radius 1. 
Proof. We use a reduction from 
REGULAR 3-PARTITION 
Instance: A system of triples S=(X, T) (with Tc($)) such that every XEX lies in 
exactly 3 triples from T. 
Question: Does 5 allow a partition into disjoint triples (i.e., is there a subset T’ c T 
such that )(t)xET’}I=l for every XISX? 
Let Y=(X, T) be an instance of REGULAR 3-PARTITION, we may suppose 
without loss of generality that the hypergraph Y is connected. We construct a 3-regu- 
lar graph G(Y) with girth 25 such that 9 admits a partition into disjoint triples if 
and only if G(Y) contains a completely regular code C of covering radius 1. In that 
case C has the distribution diagram shown in Fig. 5(a). 
In the figures, vertices of C are marked by full circles l and vertices of V(G( r )) - C 
by empty circles O. In the distribution diagrams, C is always on the left-hand side and 
V(G(F))- C on the right-hand side. The following convention will be useful in 
building the graph G(Y) from smaller pieces: if G is a graph with maximum degree 
3 and a, b,c,d are nonnegative integers such that a+ b=c+d=3, then Cc V(G) is 
called a completely regular code of the type shown in Fig. 5(b) if every black vertex has 
at most a black and at most b white neighbors, and every white vertex has at most 
c black and at most d white neighbors. 
Claim 5.2. Let H be the graph depicted in Fig. 5. Then, with respect to the vertices 
x, y, u, v, r, s, t, w, H contains completely regular codes only of the types depicted in 
Table 1 (up to the black-white symmetry). 
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(4 
Fig. 5. The graph H. 
Pl) 
Table 1 
W) 
VW 
w 
( w 
w 
1 
&a 
2=1)=&q= t =e,y=u=rtw=o 
y=u =~=w=,,2=u=d=t=O 
no completely regular codes 
5=1)=#= t =8,y=u=r=w=o 
~=U=t=W=*,z=u=d=t=O 
&-=g/=u=tj=t=b= f=w=o 
2=U=d=W=$y= t)=r= t=o 
2=U=d=t=O,y=U=+=W=O 
I =u=t=W=.,t=U=d=t=O 
z=y=uL= u=r=.g=t=w=o 
~=y=u=u=r=d=t=W=O 
~=1)=$=f=a,y=u=r=w=o 
Y =~=f=w=*,z=u=d=t=O 
Z=g=U=u=f=d=t=W=e 
2=y=u=r,=t=s=t=w=o 
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Fig. 6. 
Proof of Claim 5.2. This is a straightforward but boring analysis of cases. The 
codes corresponding to the diagram (D5) are depicted in Fig. 6, since their existence 
is important as it will guarantee existence of completely regular codes in the 
graph Y(Y). 0 
For every triple t= {x, y, z}ET, we build up a graph H, from 12 copies of H, which 
are linked together as depicted in Fig. 7 (note that the twelfth copy of H involves the 
vertices ul(t, x), w,(t, x), u,(t, z), w,(t, z)). A graph G is constructed from the union of 
H,, TV T by the following modifications. 
For every XEX which is contained in triples, say t, t’, t”, the vertices p1 (t, x), p1 (t’, x) 
and ~~(t”, x) are identified and called PI(x), and similarly, P3(x):=p3(t, x)= 
Pdt’,X)=Pdf’, xl, Wz(x):=w,(t, x)=w2(t’,x)= w,(t”,x) and W,(x) := w4 (t, x) = 
w,(t’, x)= w‘$(t”, x). 
The vertices p2(t, x), p4(t’, x), pz(t”, x), p4(t, x), p2(t’, x), p4(t”, x) are forming a hexa- 
gon in G (i.e., the edges depicted in Fig. 8 left are added), and similarly for the vertices 
Wl(L x), ws(t’, x), w1(t", XI, W3(4 XI, w,(t', x), w3(t", x). 
Claim 5.3. The graph G is connected, 3-regular and has girth 6. 
Claim 5.4. lf the graph G contains a completely regular code with diagram (D5) then 
F admits a partition into disjoint triples. 
Proof. Suppose G contains a completely regular code C. Consider a triplet 
t = {x, y, z}. It follows from Claim 5.2 that 
Pi(t,v)=qi+l(t,u)=“i(t,u)=wi+,(t,v)= 
i 
a, for u~jx,y,z}, i=l,3, 
b, for uE{x,y,z}, i=2,4. 
(*) 
where the addition in subscripts is modulo 4 and a,, b,~{o, o 1. For t, t’ such that 
xEtnt’, we have Pl(x)=pl(t,x)=pl(t’,x)=al=a,~, and since Y is connected, a, (and b, 
as well) is constant on teT. Moreover, since the diagram of C is symmetric, we may 
suppose without loss of generality that a, = l . 
Set T’=(tJt~Tand b,=o}. For every xEtnt’nt”, the neighbors of PI(x) in G are 
41 (r, x), f~ { t, t’, t”}, and hence bi = l for exactly one f~ {t, t’, f' }. It follows that every 
XEX is contained in exactly one triple JET’. 0 
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Fig. 7. The graph H, 
Fig. 8. 
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Claim 5.5. If F admits a partition into disjoint triples then G contains a completely 
regular code with diagram (D5). 
Proof. Let T’ be a partition of F. Set ar= l for te T and 
( 
l for tET’, 
o for tET-T’ 
Define C = { v 1 DE V (G) an u = l } where the coloring of the vertices of G is given by (*) 
and Fig. 6. To show that C is a completely regular code with diagram (D5), it suffices 
to check the neighborhoods of the vertices pi(t, x), wi(t, x), Wi( t, x), i = 1,2,3,4, xe t E T. 
Consider an XEX. Let x occur in triples t, t’, t”, and suppose tE T’ and t’, t”$T’. For 
P,(x), we get Pl(x)=q,(t,x)=o and ql(t’,x)=ql(t”,x)= o, and that is exactly what 
we need. Similarly for P3(x), Wz(x), W,(x). 
The situation in the neighborhoods of p2(t, x), p4(t, x), . . . , is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Again, each vertex has exactly two neighbors of the opposite color. 0 
Now we have proved that it is NP-complete to decide whether a given cubic graph 
of girth 6 contains a completely regular code with diagram (D5). To prove the more 
general result, we would need that G does not contain completely regular codes with 
other diagrams when Y does not admit a partition into disjoint triples. This is true for 
all but one diagram. 
Claim 5.6. The graph G always contains a l-perfect code (i.e., a completely regular code 
with diagram (D3)), but it never contains a completely regular code with diagram (Dl), 
(D2), (04) or (D6). 
Proof. (Dl) Without loss of generality we may assume that PI(x) = l for some XEX. 
Then for the connectedness of 7, PI(x)= l for every XEX, and pz(t, x)=0 for every 
xetET. It follows that each of the latter listed vertices has two white neighbors, 
a contradiction. 
(D2) Already the graph H does not contain a completely regular code with this 
diagram. 
(D3) One can check that G always contains a i-perfect code C with 
{Pi(X), P3(x), Wz(x), K&)1=X) = C. 
(D4) By Claim 5.2 PI(x) = l , and the code breaks down already in the neighbor- 
hood of this vertex, since q1 (t, x) = q1 (t’, x) = q1 (t”, x) = 0. 
(D6) We may assume without loss of generality that PI(x) = l for every XEX. Then 
for XEtnt’nt”, there is exactly one fE{t, t’, t”} such that q1 (f, x))= 0, and the coloring 
breaks down on the hexagons (e.g., pz(f,x) has three black neighbors). q 
Thus it remains to modify the graph G so that Claims 5.3-5.5 are not violated, and 
the new G does not contain a l-perfect code. We use an auxiliary graph fi, which is 
depicted in Fig. 9. 
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X 
I I / 
J 
k- 
Fig. 9. The graph 8. 
Claim 5.7. (i) The graph I? does not contain a l-perfect code; 
(ii) 2 contains a completely regular code C with distribution diagram (D5) such that 
X,YG 
(iii) fi contains a completely regular code C with distribution diagram (D5) such that 
XEC and y$C. 
Proof. (i) Suppose C is a l-perfect code in 3, then (C( =y =9. Each hexagon of 
g contains at most 2 code-vertices, and if it contains two of them then every vertex in 
the hexagon is adjacent to a code-vertex inside the hexagon. It follows that two 
neighboring haxagons contain altogether at most 3 code-vertices, and three neighbor- 
ing hexagons at most 4 code-vertices. Thus at most 8 code-vertices can be packed in 
8, a contradiction. (ii) and (iii) are easy. 0 
Now we construct G(Y) from a disjoint union of G and fi as follows: We choose 
a ZEX and a triplet tE T such that z~t arbitrarily, delete the edges pI(t, z) ql(t, z) and xy 
,from G and fi, respectively, and add the edges pI(t, z) x, yqI(t, z’). The resulting graph 
G(F) is again 3-regular and has girth 6. Since any l-perfect code in G(F ) would yield 
a l-perfect code in fi, G(F) does not contain a l-perfect code. Consequently, G(F) 
contains a completely regular code of covering radius 1 if and only if F admits 
a partition into disjoint triples. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 q 
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6. Concluding remarks 
The result of Section 4 suggests a natural question, also asked by Fellows [private 
communication]: For which graphs H is the H-COVER problem polynomially 
solvable (resp. NP-complete)? It is not quite clear what should be the right conjecture. 
The only NP-complete cases known so far are H = K,, n 24, while H-COVER is 
obviously polynomially solvable for graphs of maximum degree 2. Though one could 
conjecture that these are the only polynomial cases, there are other at first sight 
strange reasons for H-COVER to be polynomial. For example, if for every vertex of H, 
its neighbors have distinct degrees, or if the lists of the degrees of vertices of H are 
distinct (for such H, every covering projection is uniquely determined by a single value 
in each connected component of G). 
Note added in proof. For recent progress on this question see J. Kratochvil, 
A. Proskurowski, J.A. Telle: Complexity of graph coverings (to appear in Proceedings 
WG94, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag). E.g., all graphs with 
atmost 6 vertices for which the H-COVER problem is NP-complete are detected in 
these. 
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